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Dock Contruc
ILWU Locals Alerted to Labor Law Threat

SAN FRANCISCO—An urgent memo to all ILWU locals
to put pressure on their Congress to defeat pending labor
control legislation in the House was sent by the international office August 6.
Signed by Second Vice President Germain Bulcke, the
memo notes that three bills went before the House for discussion:
1. The bill reported by the Labor Committee (HR 8342,
Elliott bill).
2. The bill supported by President Eisenhower and the
Administration (HR 8400, Landrum-Griffin bill).
3. The bill just recently introduced by Congressman
Shelley of California at the request of the AFL-CIO.
"It is important to develop the maximum pressure to
secure the least harmful bill," Bulcke said. International
officers also pointed up the importance of keeping up pressure up to the point that a bill is enacted and signed by
the President.
They emphasized that passage of a tougher committee
bill by the House than the Senate could result in a stalemate
in conference with the Senate, and that pressure right up to
the last moment might still block final enactment of any
-legislation at this session.
In his memo to the locals, Bulcke said:
"ILWU is opposed_to any legislation along this line. We

recognize that the drive for legislation is just one part of
a concentrated attack on labor touched off by the McClellan
Committe,e hearings and the phony line about Unions causing inflation.
"The policy of the steel industry in forcing the steel
strike is another indication of the trend. Still another is
the stepped-up activity of the NLRB. Today it declared
the Teamsters' Western Conference agreement illegal. The
Board has also announced that it has serious doubts about
the legality of our ILWU hiring halls.
"The developing pattern is very clear. We are heading
into a' new period of intensified anti-labor pressure similar
to that which led to the passage of Taft-Hartley in 1947.
This makes the current debate in the House so important.
"We urge that every local wire its congressmen and get
as many rank and file wires sent as possible. Only a deluge
of pressure from constituents will have ,any effect in this
last ditch fight.
"The approach should be that we oppose all legislation
along this line, but that if the congressman feels obliged
to support some legislation he should vote for the Shelley
bill which would be the least harmful. It would do no harm
to point out that we consider this vote a crucial issue and
will be watching to see how he votes.
"Please do, whatever you can on this, as quickly as
possible."

Big Vote
Ratifies
New Pact
SAN FRANCISCO --- A precedent-breaking three-year contract
covering approximately 17,000
longshoremen and shipsclerks on.
the Pacific Coast is now in effect.

ILWU members approved the contract in a referendum ballot which was
completed August 10. PMA had earlier
ratified the new pact.
The ILWU vote supported the agreement by a seven-to-three margin. The
total vote was 7,535 favoring the agreement and 3,224 against. Longshoremen
favored the contract by 6,530 to 3,115.
Clerks supported the contract by 1,105
to 109.
TERMS OF CONTRACT
Major items in the contract which
runs lo...4.41e_ 15,„1963, are:
.10•A'one.inilltoii, five hundred ttiou- •
sand dollar fund to be contributed by:
the employers during the first year of
the contract as payment of the men's
Cash share of increased productivity up
to June 15, 1960. The fund applies to
and Republicans teaming up to defeat nedy-Ervin measure, could spell a new fully registered men.
the proposal.
2.) A guarantee of 8 hours of work
era in the history of the US labor
to all men when ordered and turned to
3. Head counts indicated only a hand- movement.
ful of Votes separated the middle-of-theThe drama-packed debate, stoked by work, effective January 1, 1960, for
road Committee bill and the tough a series of votes on three alternative longshoremen and upon execution of
Landrum-Griffin bill.
bills and individual amendments, the contract for clerks.
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell (D., N.Y.) brought to a climax weeks of unprece3.) Wage increases of 11 cents per
told the House that to omit any men- dented lobbying by business, political hour in straight time :for men working
tion of civil rights from the so-called leaders, and union representatives.
on a 6-hour straight time basis, and
"equal rights" provisions of the union
Under the pressure of these conflict- 121/2 cents per hour for those on an 8reform bills was to indulge-in "hypoc- ing forces, House members were split hour straight time day. In addition, the
risy and deception of the lowest type." into three contending factions when clerks will receive another 11/, cents
By week's-end, lawmakers were they began consideration Of the reform per hour for each of the three years
expected to reach agreement on a issue August 11. Behind this division, bringing their first year increase to
union-shackling measure which, when however, was a near unanimous senti= 14 cents. Chief supervisors and superreconciled with the,Senate-passed Ken- ment that a control bill had to be cargo clerks will receive 4 cents per ,
hour additional for each of the three
passed.
years to bring them to parity with
INSPIRED HYSTERIA
walking bosses.
Lost in a fog of McClellan Committee
The wage payments are -retroactive'
inspired hysteria and political consid- to June 15, 1959, when the old agreeerations was the simple proposition, ment expired.
advocated by ILWU, the Mine Workers
REFERENDUM RESULTS
An enthusiastic crowd demanded im-, and other unions, that any forth of reResults in the referendum ballot
mediate action, as one questioner rose form legislation would weaken the follow:
from the audience to ask:
fighting power of labor.
Local
YES NO
WHY WAIT?
. Not since the days of Taftellartley
1 Raymond, Wash.
10
33
"Why 'wait until 1960? Why, don't debates had so many lawmakers, in4 Vancouver, Wash.
48
8/
you put the bond issue on -the ballot
(Continued on Back Page)
(Continued on Boa Page)
September 29?"
'
To which the steamship operator,
McKinstry, answered, "I'm ready to
put it on the ballot right now."
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer de
scribed the crowd as "enthusiastic, vociferous, often impatient," and said it
was made up of "shipping men, house-'
'Continued on Page 6)

Resttictive Anti-Union Bil
As Stormy Congress Debate Nears End
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The House
of Representatives, featuring its noisiest Donnybrook in many a year, was
struggling to a decision on labor reform legislation as this issue of the
Dispatcher went to press.
These were the developments after
two days of debate before a jampacked
gallery:
1. The first major test saw the comparatively mild Shelley bill go down to
defeat by a wide 245 to 132 margin.
2. The Powell amendment to ban racial discrimination in unions was beaten
by 215. to 116, with Southern Democrats

Local 19 Backs Seattle
Port Improvement Plan
.SEATTLE—Plans for a $20 million
bond issue for port improvements were
announced to 1,000 cheering participants in a "Seattle Waterfront Town
Meeting," held here on July. 29.
_Jack Price, president of ILWU Local.
19, read a Statement of the union's
support to the spectators who packed
the Moore Theater here. He was joined
on the panel by M. J. McKinstry, general manager of the Alaska Steamship
Company; M., J. Weber, president of
the Seattle Port Commission, and Donald N. Yates, Seattle. realtor,representing the general public.
,
•

Who Said Ilf?
"One of the choicest myths of our time is the myth that the
stockholder is the ultimate democratic power who controls the
corporation. We know in fact that as far as the largest corporations
are concerned, the stockholder has no power whatever. But the
newspapers, the financial pages, have done a marvelous job of
keeping going this notion that the ultimate sovereign power in
the modern corporation is the stockholder."
Turn to Back Page for Name of Author

Seeks Improvement

The Port of Seattle with many of its old
and run-down piers shown here may be in
for a face-lifting if a$20 million bond issue passes on the 19,60, ballot.
sand people cheered ibis announcement at a "Seattle Waterfront TownA thouMeeting" last week in which ILWU Local 19 President Jack Price was
joined
by
shipping and businessmen to urge approval of ambitious plans to
modernize
this great Northwest
port..
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The Anti-Labor Drive

By Harry Bridges
Harry Bridges is on i,acation. In his absence, this column
is devoted to a summary of recent editorials in West Coast
newspapers on the new longshore contract, reached by the
ILWU and the Pacific Maritime Association.

THATIS NOW WE
MAKE LITTLE ONES
OUT OF BIG ONES

San Francisco Chronicle
NEW ERA on the waterfront," was the headline in the
lead editorial in this independent Republican paper. The
Chronicle continued,
"American industry and labor have achieved something new
and highly desirable in the West Coast longshore agreement for
a mechanization fund. . . . In this contract, the Pacific Coast
shipping industry, which has been one of the nation's most backward technologically, approaches the problem of mechanization
in a highly intelligent way that yields benefits to everybody. Of
few labor contracts can so much be said.
"Mechanization on the waterfront is to be encouraged by labor
instead of being resentfully and obstinately opposed. The savings
in costs resulting from mechanization are to be shared by the
workers displaced in the process and by the proprietors of the
vessels whose loading and unloading is thus speeded up. This is
the ultimate rationalization of the industrial revolution—the payoff for increased productivity through an ingenious system of
sharing its benefits. ..
"West Coast ports will be made more competitive by mechanization. Cargoes will move faster. Trading volume should increase.
The back-breaking work of the stevedore is lessened, without
.„
economic penalties to the worker. A new era arrives on the waterfront.

IIA

W

HEN Congress gutted the, Administration's exceedingly mild civil rights bill,
President Eisenhower didn't take to TV and
radio to appeal for strong legislative action to
protect Southern Negroes from discrimination,
violence and lynching. He did and said nothing.

The result of all this is that labor is faced with
the most serious crisis since the Taft-Hartley
Act was passed 12 years ago. As this issue of
The Dispatcher goes to press, it seems likely
that a really restrictive anti-labor law will be
passed.

In fact, Mr. Eisenhower's failure to act on
many crucial issues, such as housing, health,
minimum wages, has been notorious for years.

Our own union, united behind militant policies, is perhaps in less danger than many other
labor organizations. But even we cannot long be
immune if the anti-labor push continues.

But when it seemed that Congress was dragging its feet just a bit in passing an anti-labor
bill, the President swung into action. He made a
nation-wide address to the people, demanding
enactment of the toughest of three pending antiunion measures.
What national emergency merits such unusual
action? Does anyone really believe that the biggest problem facing the country is alleged labor
corruption?
If the President is really looking for corruption, he can find plenty closer to home—such as
the favoritism shown certain corporations in
awarding of defense contracts and the frequency
with which retired generals and admirals show
up in high positions in firms with which they
did business.

HE FACT is that the President's sudden
burst of energy has nothing to do with corruption. It is rather part of a massive drive not
to reform unions but to hogtie and cripple them.

T

An important force powering this drive was
• the McClellan Committee, as ILWU repeatedly
warned. It helped pave the way for anti-labor
legislation by its headline crusade against
unions.
Recent events prove the danger of the pussyfooting and conciliatory course taken by AFLCIO leaders like George Meany. They attempted
to play ball with the committee and even backed
some legislation. But their stand only encouraged the forces which now threaten all unions.
NAM lobbyists in Congress have had a field
day. Representatives and Senators, Republicans,
Democrats and even many members of Congress
backed by labor, are competing to pass the most
repressive bill.
The steel industry seized the opportunity to
force its workers out on strike, refusing any
wage concessions whatsoever despite its recordbreaking profits. NLRB is beginning to get
tough about the ILWU hiring hall.

"No other industry, perhaps, keeps such tight control over entry
to the work force as the longshore industry; its strict limitation
on the sharers makes possible this approach toward the guarantee
of an annual wage despite job displacement.
_"Ultimately, other industries are going to have to face the
fnii3lications of mechanization in some such way as Pacific Coast
shipping has met them. The guaranteed annual wage is a natural
by-product of the labor-management search for a way to overcome
the hardships of labor displacement. Unions which follow the longshoremen's example by stepping forward into the century of automation instead of running away from it will be the first to profit
from the new possibilities."

San Francisco News
T IS IMPORTANT for labor to resist the current attack in Congress every inch of the way
during the final stages of legislative action. It is
at least equally important for the labor movement to get set for determined longer-range
action to protect itself and the conditions of its
members.

I

We urge all union members to bombard their
Congressmen and Senators with letters and telegrams opposing anti-labor legislation.
We urge full support for the steel workers so
that they can return to their jobs with the substantial wage increases Big Steel can well afford
to pay.
We urge the beginnings of united action now
by trade unionists in every Community to defeat
those members of Congress who voted for antilabor bills.
The present situation is serious. But we are
sure that out of it will emerge greater understanding by millions of rank and file trade
unionists of the need for a more militant and
united stand to stop the anti-labor attack.
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"THE NEW agreement between Harry Bridges' longshoremen
I and the Pacific Maritime Assn. is a remarkable milestone in
the development of labor-management relations.
"The agreement . . . stands up frankly to the great issue of
automation which complicates collective bargaining in so many
industries today.
"The automation question is very much a part of the steel
strike; it is present in the automobile industry and countless
other enterprises. In its essence it is the conflict between industry's life-or-death need to effect economies in operation and
workers fear of being almost entirely supplanted by machinery.
"The approach to the problem by both sides on the waterfront
demonstrates each is aware the other has a viewpoint that must
be recognized....
"The millenium has not arrived, but progressive attitudes by
labor and management all over the country, as both face the
automation problem, will be encouraged by the decisions made in
San Francisco this week."

The World, Coos Bay, Oregon
OMPLETION of a dock agreement between the ILWU and
Pacific Maritime Assn. (ratification of which by union
membership is fairly well presumed) gets this region over the
last hurdle of what apeared to be a bad summer strikewise.
"It also seems to offer three years of dock peace, although the
contract is openable on some items in the meantime.
"Best news of all is that labor and management have reached
an agreement on labor's participation in savings made by the use
of automation....
"The fear of automation, and its elect on total employment, is
a potential trouble spot in labor management relations in every
industry. It is particularly so on the docks, where automatic loading devices far beyond present usage are not only feasible but
desirable.
"Certainly labor is entitled to some of the benefit; if not, then
steadily declining employment is the result.
"How much of a 'share' is debatable. The ILWU and PAIA have
settled that argument for the present.
"That much interpretation seems justified on the basis of a
joint announcement by management and union."

IIIC
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California
Sets up Civil
Rights Section

Steel Strikers Get
World Labor Aid
' PRAGUE -- International labor
support to the embattled United
Steelworkers of America was
pledged by the Trade Union International of Metal and Engineering Industries, affiliated with the World
Federation of Trade Unions. A cable
gram to President David McDonald
of the steel union said:
"In name ten million members
trade union international metal engineering workers assures you sympathy your struggle for improvement collective agreement wage
increase cost of living adjustment
stop wishes success and assures solidarity trade union international."

SACRAMENTO—Creation of a new
constitutional rights section in his department to protect civil liberties and
help enforce California law against racial and religious discrimination was
announced by State Attorney General
Stanley Mask.
Franklin H. Williams, retiring West
Coast counsel for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, was appointed head of the new
agency by Mask, who said California
was the first state in the West to
launch such a program.
He said the constitutional rights section would perform the following general functions:
•Investigate and report on alleged infringements upon the civil rights of
any persons or groups in the state,
including the rights of freedom of
speech, religion, press and peaceable
assembly; due process of law and equal
protection of the law, suffrage, peaceable occupancy and quiet enjoyment of
SAN FRANCISCO—Striking Teamproperty.
sters in this area were given a pledge
•Instiute or intervene for the state as of full support August 7 from officials
friend of the court in such actions, both of ILWU Local 6. About 3,500 members
civil and criminal, as circumstances may of Teamsters Local 85 are on strike
warrant.
against members of two employer
•Serve as a mediator for the purpose organizations.
of preventing infringements upon the
A letter to President Joseph Diviny
civil rights of all persons and groups. of Local 85 assured him that "our
• Work closely with the new State Fair union will support your strike against
Employment Practices Commission to • the truckers morally, financially, and
help achieve legislative objectives.
in any other ways which may be helpful in bringing the strike to a successROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
Noting that Pennsylvania and Mas- ful conclusion."
The letter, signed by President
sachusetts have civil rights sections in
the offices of their attorneys general, Charles Duarte and Secretary-Treasurer Richard Lynden qf Local 6, added:
Mask said:
"Specifically, we will advise you of
"While the general state of civil liberties in California is good, there is any efforts which may be made by the
room for substantial improvement. The employers to operate from diversion
points or team-tracks, and we will join
eStablishment of this new section is a
step forward in making the office more with you in resisting this or any other
sensitive and responsive to the needs of form of strike-breaking."
our citizens. ,
"Protection of rights is as much a
State .Dept. Weighs
responsibility of our office as aiding in
the prosecution of violations of the law. Tuna Meet With Japan
They represent two sides of the coin—
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The State
equal and impartial enforcement of the Department is seriously considering a
law."
conference with Japan on problems afFIRST MOVE DISCLOSED
fecting the US tuna industry.
Mosk disclosed that the first action
This was the word from W. T. M.
of the new unit would be friend of the Beale, deputy assistant secretary for
court intervention in a Santa Clara economic affairs, in a letter to NCDC
County legal suit brought by the San Secretary Michael Johnson. NCDC
Jose 40 & 8 Society against its parent urged immediate calling of a confernational organization.
, ence with Japan.
, The directorate of .the .national 40 , Beale said the conference was one of
& 8, he said, recently ousted the Cali- several proposals "receiving the immefornia group because it elected a Chi- diate and careful consideration of this
nese-American as its presiding officer.' department."

Local 6 Aids
Striking SF
Teamsters

3 Victims in Japanese Labor
Frameup Released on Bail
TOKYO—The remaining defendants
in the Matsukawa case — labor men
charged with derailing a train during
a 1949 railroad strike—were recently
admitted to, bail by the Japanese Supreme Court, according to a letter sent
to Craig Pritchett, president of the
Canadian area, ILWU, by a Japanese
labor leader.

movement in its'efforts to clear victims
of what was considered a Clear frameup charge.

Zooming Corporation Profits
Anger Striking Steel Workers
Steel workers on picket lines from
coast to coast and at union meetings,
and labor men all over the nation were
angered when screaming headlines reported that the giants of the steel industry, led by US Steel Corporation,
chalked up the greatest profits in
American history.
The record-shattering profits of big
steel was reflected all the way down
the line by the smaller steel companies
which merely echo the policies of the
major leaders.
These are the same corporations
which recently insisted that steelworkers take a wage freeze and give up
numerous working conditions to protect their safety and security, meanwhile spending huge sums on national
advertising to convince the public that
it was the steel union's intention to
"strike for inflation."
Topping the list of steel firms earnings was US Steel, which produces 28
percent of the nation's total steel output. This corporation reported net
•profits of $225 million for the first six
months—"an achievement unparalleled
in the history of the industry," said the
AFL-CIO News.
ARGUMENT DEMOLISHED
These astronomical figures, steel union officials stated, "Completely demolish the industry's phony inflation
argument used when it forced the
• strike by arbitrarily, insisting on a
wage moratorium for at least twelve
months."
US Steel's profits of $225 million for
the first six months contrasted with
$135 million in the similar period last
year.
Other companies reporting their
profit figures included:
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, $42 million in after tax profits,
in contrast to $5.6 million in the first
half of 1958.
Inland Steel Company, $42 million in
six months this year compared with
$20 million for the same period last
year—more than doubling their profits.
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation,
a half year profit of $12.3 million as
against $1.3 million in the first six
months of 1958.
Crucible Steel Company, a net profit
of $8.6 million for the first six months
this year against only $399,327 in the
first six months of 1958—almost 21
times as much gain.
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
All these companies have recently
joined hands in a nationwide advertising campaign aimed at convincing
the American public that the sole purpose in the union demand for a wage
increase is to cause greater inflation.
One full page ad, seen in major newspapers 'from coast to coast, had a
screaming headline, "The Steel• Union
is Striking For More Inflation."
This point of view has also been
carried by numerous editorials, columns, and radio and TV commentators.
The steelworkers' union — with more
than a half million members now on
the picketlines—has had a hard time
pointing out to the public that the real
issue is an attempt on the part of the
steel industry to cut back on conditions
won after decades of struggle, and to

deprive the steel workers of a certain
amount of security against unemployment and replacement by machinery.
The extent to which the steel industry is willing to go in its "starve
them out campaign" could be gauged
by an item in a recent issue of the
East Bay Labor Journal which reported
that at least one steel company in the
San Francisco Bay Area has asked
other companies not to hire steel workers who are on strike.
The steel industry has publicly stated
that it would be willing to grant a
"modest wage raise" if, as the president of Bethlehem Steel put it, workers would accept . . .'a number of
contract changes which would pave the
way for improvement in the efficiency
of operations. . . ."
SAFEGUARDS PERILED
This was interpreted to mean giving
up certain safeguards against speedup
and displacement by the machine. Steel
Labor, the organ of the United Steelworkers of America, commented "In
effect (the steel industry) wants the
United Steelworkers to be 'guinea pigs'
in a phony experiment to see if industry can hold the line on wage price
inflation."
In the meantime "Business Week"
magazine announced that the president
of Bethlehem Steel Company, Arthur
B. Homer, took a pay cut of more than
$100 thousand last year, but was still
the highest paid of the 25 top-salaried
executives in America, with a salary
and bonus which totaled $511,249.

Congress Clears
School Milk Hike
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON,\lD. C. — Legislation
calling for a moderate increase in the
special school milk program has been
cleared by Congress for signature of
the President.
Under terms of the ,bill, Federal
spending for this program will be increased from $75 million to $81 million
in fiscal 1960 and to $84 million during
the following year.
In sponsoring the measure, which
was opposed by the Department of
Agriculture, the House . Agriculture
Committee said the additional authorization was justified by the increase in
school enrollment.
George C. de Hevesey, Hungarianborn scientist who has worked in England, Denmark and Sweden, won the
$75,000 Atoms for Peace award.

Local 13 Votes Aid
To Steel Strikers
WILMINGTON — Local 13 members voted at their regular meeting
August 6 to give all available extra
work to striking steel workers.
The action was taken after two
representatives of the United Steelworkers, Thomas Consiglio and Jack
Flannery, addressed the meeting.
The meeting unanimously voted
full support to the steel strike.

NC C Supports Teamsters,
Lau..s Farm Labor Cleanup

The three remaining men still in
prison after almost 10 years, had originally been sentenced to death, but the
sentences were never Carried out as a
result of widespread Japanese and international labor pressure.
Pritchett and James Healy, an Australian delegate to the All Pacific dock
parley in Tokyo in June of this year,
met and talked with the three remaining prisoners and promised to keep
close contact with this case.
The granting of bail to the Matsukawa case prisoners is considered here
a victory for Japanese labor and an
indication of the strength of international influence in stopping the railroading of labor men to prison or even
death.
ILWU delegates to the All Pacific
and Asian Dock Workers Conference •
last May supported the Japanese labor
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CRAIG PRITCHETT

EUREKA—The Northern California
District Council of ILWU went on
record at its August 1 meeting.to give
full support to embattled San Francisco
area Teamsters Local 85 in its battle
with two employer associations.
In line with this decision, NCDC
President Henry Schmidt and 'Secretary Michael Johnson have since written officials of Local 85 that all ILWU
affiliates will support ,the striking
Teamsters.
NCDC also voted full support to Governor Edmund G. Brown's' housecleaning of state farm placement operations,
which have aided big growers in getting Mexican Contract - labor at low
wages and have discriminated against
available domestic'farm labor.

Johnson noted that NCDC a year and
a half ago urged Brown, when he was
state Attorney General, to move
against the farm placement service,
and that it had urged him to act during the recent legislative session.
Several farm placement officials
have been ousted or have been moved
to other positions.
Another NCDC action was a letter
to all locals warning against an impending NLRB attack on the ILWU
hiring hall.
The letter indicated that stop work
meetings may answer any effort to
tinker with the hiring hall.
NCDC officers, including Schmidt
and Johnson, were re-elected for the
coming year.
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West Coast
Fishermen
(From The'Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The House
Merchant Marine Committee has approved a severely limited construction'
differential subsidy program for fishing vessels.
.The amended measure confines governmental assistance to fishermen in a
segment of the industry which has
been denied relief under the Trade
Agreements Act by refusal of the
President to approve a recommendation
of the Tariff.Commission.
As a result of this amendment the
only fishermen to benefit. under the
Committee bill, ,HR 5421, are those operating in the New England trawl fleet,
an important but comparatively small,,,„
portion of the total fishing industry.
West Coast fishermen would not be
entitled under present conditions to
any benefits from the proposed bill.
The original bill, which was supported by ILWU fishermen, would have
made the construction differential ,program available to the entire industry.
The' measure was patterned, after the
construction differential payments applying to the merchant marine.
Purpose of the legislation was to
have the Government absorb the difference between domestic and foreign
shipbuilding costs. By law, US fishing
vessels must be constructed in US
yards and the additional cost, which
• runs as much as 42 percent, places a
severe handicap on this country's fishing fleet.
,
Processing equipment for Standard Oil of California's $40 million reStrong opposition by the Adminisfinery, now being constructed near Honolulu, is hoisted off Matson tration to an adequate subsidy program
freighter Hawaiian Logger after delivery from Port Hueneme in Southern California. The equipment—a desalting unit is cited by several members of the Mer—is one of a dozen Standard Oil will have in operation at its new Barber's Point plant by next year. The column for chant Marine Committee as the reason
the unit shown here is 53 feet long, weighs 31 ions.
why the bill was transformed into a
bare skeleton.
Meanwhile, a, Senate Fisheries Subcommittee closed out hearings on a
subsidy differential program and, according to Committee sources, there is
fair hope it will approve the original
proposal.
Clark said; adding that "Mine-Mill's
DENVER—The International Union Copper Company.
'of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers has
The union's executive board has au- firm and fixed strike policy is that
tied up operations of two of the na- thorized broadening of the strike to all strikes should be orderly and We will
tion's major copper producers, Kenne- copper companies as the-industry, fol- do everything possible to keep it that
cott Copper Corporation and Magma lowing the example of Big Steel, has way." ,
.refused to bargain on Mine-Mill de. CLAIMS RIDICULED
SEATTLE—Local 3 has won signifimands for, wage increases of 15 to 17
Clark called company claims that the cant contract gains for Puget Sound
cents an hour, supplementary unem- union was demanding nincreased bene- cannery workers and fishermen, Secreployment benefits and improvements in fits'amounting to $1.44 an hour "corn•
tary-Treasurer., Joe Jurich reports.
the health and welfare programs.
pletely ridiculous." He Said: "Someone
,Calinery workers have won a five
The Kennecott strike began August needs a "refresher course'in fifth-grade cent an hour increase for 1959 and an
10, the walkout at Magma on August arithmetic.' We have laid a negotiable additional five cents for 1966 as well
11.
package of 33 cents an hoUr on the as an additional'21
/
2 cents in health
SABOTAGE CHARGED .table before every,major company. I and welfare benefits.
'
WrontsThe Dispatchet's Washington Office)
-Kennedott is attempting to sabotage don't know where Kennecott got the
Puget Sound tendermen have won an
WASHINGTON, i;5. C.--,-Signing of a
peaceful conduct of the strike/ Mine- other, $1.11. They must have a short increase of $14 a Month in 1959, and
$36,016,784 contract for the construc- Mill President John Clark charged.
circuit in their adding machine."
another $14 in 1960.
tion ofrthree new 20-knot Mariner type, • Clark said the company had refused
The Magma strike began August 11
Fishermen' have won price increases
ships was announced August 5 by Clar- to comply with strike arrangements of
when workers at Superior and San for salmon, and king crab fishermen
ence G. Morse, Chairman, Federal former years when the union and the
Manuel, Ariz., did not report for work have won a-$15 a month pay boost as
Maritime Board, and Maritime Ad- • company mutually agreed upon a meth- at
mining, milling, and smelting opera- well as seven paid holidays and other
ministrator, US Department of Com-, od of orderly shutdown of operations tions
of Magma Copper" Company and improvements in their agreement.
'Tierce. ,
and continued'Union maintenance. This its wholly-owned subsidiary, San ManThe' contract was signed by Ameri- year, for the first time, he said, the uel Copper.
Accepts
can Mail Line Ltd., of Seattle, Wash- , company refused to agree on any and
Clark called the walkout'1,'completely Local 18
ington, and the Federal Maritime Board - all maintenance arrangements.
orderly, with union maintenance of the 10 Cent Wage Boost
with Todd Shipyards Corp. of San
AST ort.IA, Ore,—Weighers, WareThe union president's charge was in struck Properties arranged in advance
Pedro, Calif.
answer to unconfirmed reports that between the union ahd the company." housemen & cereal Workers Union,
It was also announced that in keep- Kennecott was seeking a strike injuncThe Superior operation involves Local is; has Accepted a 10-Cent straight
ing with the Merchant Marine Act of tion against the union.
some 1,100 workers. More than , 2,000 time hourly'tirage increase offer, made
during a one day hegotcasting session,
1936, the Federal Maritime Board will
"Our union has been and is now per- are off the job'at San .Manuel.
pay a tentative construction differ- fectly Willing to work out arrange"The company:had .laid exactly noth- 'July 28, Harry J. Taylor the local's
ential subsidy of 50 percent of the cost ments as previously established for the ing on the bargaining table," Clark 'business agent, 'reports. The new rate
"
becomes effective Sept. 1.,
of the commercial vessels. This subsidy maintenance of struck operations," said.
ratio is'based on the selection of Japan
as the representative foreign shipbuilding center.
I AmeriCan Mail Line Ltd. will trade.
Wirin noted that the US Supreme',
LOS ANGELES—An injunction suit exposure's sake," Wirin said. "A 'Coni in to the government three obsolete C-2
i diesel ships, the China Mail, the Island to prevent the House Un-American Ac- gressional committees should investi- Court expressly forbids the "pillorying
i
I Mail and the Ocean Mail, at a restricted tivities Committee from releasing the gate for the purpose of enacting laws. 'of witnesses" 'and the use of "dragnet
i world-market value of $783,000 per names of 70 teachers subpoenaed for Trial by exposure is not a congressional procedures." lie said summoning 110
•
California teachers in Southern and
i ship.. This price was determined to be hearings here on September 15 was function."
-Northern California can be called noth'the fair and reasonable trade-in allow- filed in the United States District
He said unless the teachers were proance in accordance with provisions of Court last week by Florence Anne tected by the court their names would ing less than a "dragnet procedure." .
Miss Sloat said she brought her suit,
: the law and took into account the fae- Sloat, an ,arts and crafts teacher, and ,be exposed to the press and public and
"because
I have already been humili.
of
value
market
Attorand
book
Union
American Civil Liberties
tors of scrap,
they would be deprived of their libertY ated by this committee. I want to spare
neys A. L. Wirin and Fred Okrand.
the ships. '
without due process of law.
other teachers and their, families the
This construction will be the first
The suit, the attorneys said, was
same
penddistress. These teachers are bethe
"Whatever the purpose of
step in American Mail Line's long- 'taken to restrain the un-American corning
be
can
solely for their, off"it
ing
added,
hearings,"
Wirin
Fedrange 20-year agreement with the
Inittee from publishing the - names of accomplished through executive ses- campus ideas and associations. I hope
eral MaritimeBoard-to replace its pres- teacher's either in the press or the comsions and without penalizing, the teach- our suit protects, them from the hu-ent fleet -of 8 owned and 1 chartered mittee's annual reports.
through public censure and loss of, miliation and scorn which results from'
:ers
vessel with 8 new vessels at.-a ,.total •
abuse by this committee." •
"Our goal isle prevent exposure for . jobs." • cost of over $100,000,000.

New industry for Hawaii

Mine-Mill Strikes Two Major Copper
Companies,Demands Wage increases

Local 3 Reports
Wage Increases

US Orders
3 Mariner
Type Ships

Teacher Seeks Curb on Red'Hunters'
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Mankind's time-honored ways of
doing things won't work in the
atomic era, Dr. Jerome D. Frank,
psychiatrist from Johns Hopkins
University, told a San Francisco audience. To go on living mankind will
have to change,- learn to lire with the
fact that war is now obsolete.
Here are highlights quoted from
Dr. Frank's talk on "Sanity and Surit the Nuclear Age," at a meeting sponsored by the an Francisco
Association for Mental Health:
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countries cannot even agree to stop
testing nuclear weapons after they have
in fact stopped doing so. We ring Russia with bomber bases to deter her from
attacking us. She aims missiles at our
cities for allegedly the same reason.
As this process continues, each side
becomes more and. more tempted to
strike first, as the only way of saving
itself from total devastation. Thus each
strengthens the other's fear of attack
and increases the likelihood that it will
occur—that the prophecy will be fulfilled. ...
How can,the nations of the world 'esNE IMPORTANT 'aspect of mental
cape from this' deadly vicious circle?
health is the ability to adapt to
Psychotherapy sometimes succeeds, in
changing circumstances. ...
helping individuals to escape from simMankind today. .. seems unable to
ilar traps, so certain insights gained
adjust its thinking and behavior rapidfrom it may' be pertinent. Psychotherly enough to adapt to the radically new
apy is. a twofold process—it supports
conditions of life created by 'the harthe patient emotionally and at the same
nessing of atomie energy. We are
time tries to-help hint gain more comtrapped by patterns of behavior and
plete and accurate knowledge of himthought which worked fairly well for
self
and others.
millenia, but suddenly have beconie
AS the patient's eMotional, tension
.'
lethal.
diminishes, his clarity of vision
The survival,of humanity depends on
creases:and he regains some flexibility
Whether we are.- able to break the
of action. He can then-begin to try new
thought barrier constructed by the
ways of dealing with his 'problems.
. countless centuries during which supeSince these attempts are based on imrior force has been the final arbiter of
proved information, they are likely to
disputes between natioris. • .
Work better than his earlier unsuceessNuclear power has suddenly made
fill efforts. This results in further rethis habitual way of conducting interlaxation of tension with a correspondnational affairs unworkable,, by introing gain in freedom of thought and acducing' the virtual certainty that antion. Thus a process of progressive imother resort to force will destroy all
provement is set in motion.
civilization and 'probably— humanity it• Applying this analogy to the world's
self.
present predicament., the first and most
feasible aim would be to reduce the
The basic psychological problem is
level of international tension. The most
how to get this simple fact through our
readily available way of achieving this
heads, so that we (and,bY this I mean
seems to lie in the realm of communicamankind, not just the United States)
tion. ...
will adapt our behavior to it in time.
.We should foster all types Of peaceNeedless to say,1 do not have the soluif used to be that only soldiers were the combatants in war. Such is no longer ful' interchange with the COMmuniSt
this,
problem.
All
I can do is the case. In another war one "combatant" will push a button. A counier "comtion to
world. Such interchanges lessen anxiety
offer some observations about its psybatant" will push a retaliatory button. All the population of the world will be in themselves, because while people are
aspects
chological
as_they appear to a
victims.
talking 1,7ith each other they are less
psychiatrist, in the hope of stimulating
likely to start fighting. • .. •
thought and discussion.
curity," for example, which really have are automatically suspected of disloySPECIALLY useful are cooperative
ANY patients come to a psychi- lost their_ meaning in a nuclear world. alty.,. ..
activities such as the International
The Federation of American Scientists
The stereotype of the enemy tends
atrist when their habitual ways of
states:
to make itself come true. It sets a proc-- Geophysical Year and the projected Indealing with personal problems have
ess in motion whereby the enemy be- ternational Medical Year, since actually
"Expert opinion has been given to
failed. The psychiatrist tries to aid such
comes more and more like what we working together is the best way to
the effect that there is not, and
a patient by helping him to identify the:,
build mutual trust.
•
fear
him to be. •
very likelY never will be, any meanforces which keep him trapped in the
But improvement in mutual underThe terrible thing about the'mutual
ingful
against
massive
atdefense
old patterns and to explore alternative
distrust of enemies is that it inevitably standing is only a beginning, and it will
tack. It may be possible to inflict
solutions. Analogously I should like to
becomes justified. Some enemies are really accomplish something only if it
destruction on an opponent, but no
call attention to some psychological
unlrustworthy to begin with, but all makes possible a halt, and then a renation can any longer give protecforces which,•ma,y contribute to the inbecome so, eventually. Enemies cannot versal of the arms race. For there can
tion and security to its own people,"
ability of nations to break out of the be no real _relaxation of tension until
.. . Another aspect of the arms race, trust each other because each is forced the world is freed- of the menace of
arms race and to suggest some steps
to
act
in
such
a
way
as
to
confirm
the
which might improve the chances of which maintains the thought barrier is
arms..
that it creates a state pf emotional ten- other's misgivings. This is an example
halting it.
•
Americans
are rightly unconvinced
of what has been called the "self-fulFrom a psyChological Standpoint, it sion, and emotion tends to make both
by the peaceful protestations and gesfilling
prophecy."
Is the incredible destructive:power of a thought and behavior rigid. This is estures of Russian leaders- unStipportecl
single ..bomb which is the ,chief isource pecially true of anxiety. Since nothing
HE WAY the self-fulfilling prophecy by. real moves towards, disarmament,
of danger,: because, it. .PUts, into the is harder to bear than ambiguity or,
operates is perhaps best seen in the and by the same token'Jhe RusSians‘,
hands of a single individual the, Power uncertainty, the person in the grip of behavior of individuals. All social be- have little faith in our statements Of
to destroy millfons of_people at a bloW.. emotion tends to see everything in havior tends.to pull corresponding be- _ peaceful intent, unacCOmPanied by acts':
As the arms rac,e, centinues, rrio;re and black and white terms. To use a techni- havior from the person towards whom
One'such'act which should be withiii
cal term, his thinking becomes stereo- it is directed. Friendliness begets a the realm of possibility would be' an
more Persons get' this power under
cumstances which .make ar,fatal error typed. Furthermore, he tends to select friendly, response, hostility a hostile agreement to - ban further tests of MIever more likely, 'namely; a steadily 'from his experience only the informa- one. People are likely, to treat you the cleat weapons..
•
decreasing warning time and., rising tion which fits his stereotype, and to way you treat them.....
- The' risks of the present pursuit'of
overlook or minimize what does not fit.
emotional tension.:.. .
Psychiatrists have recently discov- the will-o'-the-wisp of national security
Nuclear .. weapons . .. are bound
A particularly common and danger- ered that they have been guilty of a through arms are so frightful that
eventually to fall into the hands-- of ous stereotype is that of the enemy. similar self-fulfilling propheck about carefully conceived disarmament moves
someone who, through carelessness, When two individuals or groups are in the hospitalized insane. For years it could hardly entail . greater ones. It
faulty judgment, or deliberate malice, conflict; each tends increasingly to see was assumed that most insane patients would be essential, of `course, to make,
•
triggers a .catastrophe. . .
the 'other as unrellevedly evil and his were dangerous and violent, so they these moves in such a way. that. we and
, We tend readily 'to forget the dangers own side as possessing all the virtues. were locked up, and at ,the slightest the rest of the'world clearly perceived
of nuclear weapon, and this Is a.lmajor, Whoever the enemy is, and whoever we sign of disturbance were placed in soli- them to be in ptirsuit of .our national
obstacle to changing our'course of ac- are, the enemy is perceived as cruel, tary confinement or physically re- interest, 'net in retreat from it.
tion. We go about our accustomed af- treacherous, and aggressive, while we strained. Thus inade 'desperate, they
The only way to disarm, without apfairs just as. if these weapons Were not, are honorable, kind, and would fight responded with violence, thereby con- pearing to surrender, is to do ,it out of
threatening to end our lives' nt any only in self-defense. This process has firming the prophecy.
th.e convictipn that non-violence offers,
moment. This attitude is analogous to been clearly at work between Ettsgia
In recent years the reverse prophecy the only possible way to Pursue our real,
what psychiatrists have termed "de- and China, on the one hand, and the has been gaining, around, namely that goals. Since, thls. position is so readily
nial." One Way of dealing with an over- United States on the other....
the vast majority of insane will behave misunderstood, because of the strong
whelming threat is simply to ignore
It is remarkable how rapidly the ster- responsibly if' given the chance. This thought barrier that ages of wars-have
it. ... Each of us Sees himself as sur- - eotype of the enemy can be shifted has led to progres4ive unlocking of erected against iT, let me emphasiZe
viving a nuclear war....
from one group to .another. Scarcely mental hospital doors, abolishment of that a commitment to pursue our goals
more than a decade ago, Germany and solitary confinement and restraints, only by non-violent means does not
IT IS particularly easy to deny the Japan were in this role and Russia was and.introduction of activity
programs. imply instantaneous, total, unilateral
danger of nuclear - weapOns, . . be-' our noble ally. Russia has now changed
The same kind of mechanism oper- disarmament. It does imply that the
cause we have never experienced them. places with Germany and Japan, and ates at the level of societies. Russia and final criterion of all our policies would
• We cannot see, hear, touch, taste or we are not even embarrassed by the America each claim to base their policy be whether on not they lead to prosmell submarines with nuclear missiles memory of our recent pictures of these towards the' other on the fear that the gressive disarmament..
lurking offshore, planes with hydrogen three countries.
Since the thought processes of all
other would attack if 'it dared. This
bombs far overhead, ICBM's in Russia
leads each to act in such a way as to mankind are essentially similar, a
aimed at our cities, and even Strontium -A STEREOTYPE tends to perpetu- make the dreaded attack more likely. growing number c4 persons behind the
90 nibbling at our bone marrow right AM ate itself, so that if it is wrong in Each fears that if the other perceives Iron Curtain must also be reaehing`the
now. •
any particular, this is hard to discover, it as weaker, it will pounce, so each in:: conclusion that disarmament represents,
The thought • barrier' against accep- especially with the stereotype of the sists that it dare not negotiate except the only hope for mankind's survival'.
tance of the full implications of nuclear "enemy." Mutual hostility tends to dis- from a position of strength.
Their influence would be immensely,
arms is maintained also by the ten- rupt communication, thereby decreasstrengthened by a convincing move
dency' to'describe Or problems'in fa- ing the opportunity to get information
USSIA and the United States enter .towards disarmament .on our: part; inmiliar terms, especially when they have which might, correct ,the -stereotype.
into 'negotiations distrusting each Creasing the likelihood Of .a reciprocal
..
a reassuring.sound;We continue'to ,use One'reason for this is that, those who other,. so negotiatio»s break down,
in- act.- This could.well •lead to progreSsive
terms like 4.`defens0 and‘"national -se, desire to learn more-about the enemy creasing, the' mutual —distrust. 'Both, • Steps towards genuine peace.
•
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n Mankind
urvive a War?

A psychiatrist analyzes the
cold war psychology and its
implications
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CRDC Backs Steel Strikers,
Assails Labor Control Bills
PORTLAND, Ore. — The Columbia
River District Council concluded a
brisk one-day session here by voting
support to the steel workers "who are
picketing some of the biggest profiteers of all time."

The New Contract and
The Welfare Program
LONG WITH the big gains, the
new Coast longshore and shipsclerks agreement provides for keeping
an $800,000 balance in the ILWU-PMA
Welfare Fund, the amount calculated
to cover two months' costs of present
benefits in all ports.
This part of the settlement, in the
absence of a major push in the locals
this year for higher Welfare benefits,
gives some indication present benefits
cover what most of the men and their
families need and want.
Although ILWU-PMA's program
stands ahead of others, including other
union-employer plans, in many ways,
this does not mean people are using
their present benefits.
The children's dental plan, still the
only program of its kind, remains some
distance from 100 percent use. All children need dental 'care, without exception.
Over 80 percent of the 50,000 men
and dependents in the program have
comprehensive service plan hospitalmedical-surgical coverage, as compared
to 3 or 4 percent of the 120 million
plus people in the country covered by
some form of health insurance. Yet
some in the ILWU-PMA program have
never gone near their health plan.

.A

Use Your Health Plan
To Prevent Trouble
HOSE with unused ILWU-PMA
Welfare coverage have advanced
little further.
"Use what we have" won't be any
new approach here. One crucial point
lies in the variety of measures to prevent illness and keep people healthy
specifically included in the health service plans covering most of the families.
It's these plans providing services
rather than money benefits which offer
preventive care for the asking. In the
insured plan, too, although it operates
on the principle of paying toward expenses of illness or injury, the method
of operation raises no bar to using
benefits _for such services as cheekups
when thdre's any symptom, like feeling
tired a lot of the time.
California's ,.
Ilealth recently quoted
a Dr. John Burton on the paradox of
health and sickness having become
"more dependent on what the individual does for himself than on what can
be e"ne for him ... at the time of the

T

greatest technical advance in medicine."
The first move always, the followup
often, remain up to the individual and
family. Such a flat statement needs
modifying as to some of the communicable diseases now controlled by purifying water and pasteurizing milk, but
with the illnesses that hurt people the
worst today, the chronic diseases, heart
trouble, cancer, nothing can be done
until the individual'does something.
No one claims regular checkups are
a cure-all, but they've saved Many
lives, warded off much Suffering, kept
people on the job and earning a living,
and they're covered in most of the service plans under contract with ILWUPMA. The individual's part comes in
asking for a checkup, and remembering to ask again next year.
One purpose is turning up illness a
person does not suspect he has. Then
treatment can begin early when it's
most likely to be effective. For example, it's estimated as many people
have diabetes without knowing it as
are under treatment. In this illness no
treatment cures, but it can control
the disease to the point of meaning
nearly normal life, in length and physical well-being.

In other actions, the delegates:
(1) Endorsed the petition campaign
launched by the Fisher Defense Committee, urging a commutation of sentence for Talc-Hartley frame-up victim
A. A. Fisher.
(2) Urged affiliates to advise their
Congressmen of the union's opposition
to restrictive labor legislation, such as
HR 8342 (the Elliott bill) ; HR 8400
(the Landrum-Griffin bill) and the
Shelley bill; although the last-named
measure was termed "the least objectionable."
JOB FACTS ASKED
A discussion on unemployment was
touched off by reports that longshoremen in Astoria, so far, have averaged
only 900 hours, and longshoremen in
Newport only about 1,000, "with most
of this early in the year, and the work
now slacking off." International Representative James S. Fantz was asked
to secure statistics on the subject for
all of the Oregon and Southern Washington ports.
Council Secretary Kneeland Stranahan was instructed to obtain a copy of
California's unemployment compensation law, for comparison with the Oregon law.

Dockers and others app• lying for
benefits in Newport, St. Helens, Portland and elsewhere, it was charged,
Regular Checkups
"have run into so many humiliations
Held Essential
and harassments" as to indicate that
EEING a doctor for regular check- "a definite program is being carried
ups is the start toward building a on" to deter jobless workers from tryrelationship with him friendly enough ing to collect unemployment benefits.
Council president A. J. Wagner said
so there won't be hesitation in calling
him any time there's suspicion of some- that Local 68 members had to threaten
to call in the chairmen of both political
thing wrong.
There's also opportunity to get ad- parties to sit in on the argument. In
vice on things that may seem minor, Newport, it was reported by delegate
advice that may make the difference ferred to the restrictive new "20-20
between dragging around feeling gen- gauntlet" trying to establish claims.
erally awful, and enjoying life.
CRDC lobbyist Ernest Baker reMuch disability can be prevented. A• ferred to the restrictice new "20-20
clause" passed by the last session of
few examples?
legislature; and said that from the
the
The rate of cure is high in some
beefs in Newport, "it sounds as if the
types of cancer when it's discovered
early, particularly cervical cancer de- Commission there was trying to enforce the law ahead of the date it went
tected by the smear test.
Glaucoma causes 40 percent of blind- into effect."
Some employers, under the 20-20
ness in the country. An eye test, recommended especially for people over 40, law, (20 weeks of continuous employtakes only a few minutes. It saves ment at no less than $20 a week, with
sight. The treatment, once the disease total earnings of $700 in the calendar‘
is known to be present, is usually pain- year) "might try to work their employees 19 weeks and then lay them
less eye drops.
Polio has paralyzed more than twice off, to knock them out of their claims,"
as many people so far this year as last, Fantz warned.
It was the concensus of opinion that
mostly people who haven't had the
should there be further reports of
Salk vaccine, or not enough of it.

S

abuses, the council should set up an
investigating committee.
NO ADMISSION PRICE
The necessity for "trying to eliminate the waiting week," through future
legislative action, also was stressed.
Pursuing the unemployment theme,
delegates charged that lack of jobs was
back of the reported failure of the Oregon public to attend its own Centennial
exposition and trade fair.
"Flour mill workers in Astoria would
like to go to the Centennial but we
haven't the price of admission," a Local
18 delegate said, explaining that "for
the past several months our mill was
running only part time or not at all."
Secretary Stranahan was instructed
to write the Exposition Director,
"pointing out the economic facts of life
—a good way to dramatize what .is
causing our unemployment and that
we need China trade to bring this state
to life."

Auxiliary 1 Urges
Attack on Cancer
NORTH BEND—ILWU Auxiilary 1
has gone on record to urge the Oregon
Congressional delegation to spearhead
an Eradicate Cancer Program, specifically to obtain larger appropriations for
research, treatment, education •and
cure.
The membership felt that a strong
program should be launched on suspected causes and cures on the junior
high school level, cost to be borne. by
the government for such educationals.
Other legislative action called for
congressmen to support use of surplus
food for the needy in the US, endorsed
the Morse-Humphrey bill on the right
to travel, S 806, and went on record
to write Representative Charles 0. Porter asking him to give active support
to the Forand Bill, HR 4700.
Auxiliary members will continue to
support the program of the National
Hells Canyon Association, now titled,
River Resource Association Of The
Northwest. The goal of the association
is 1,200 new members by this month.

Local 10 Member
Cheers for Reds
SAN FRANCISCO — While longshoremen in the Bay Area are just
about unanimous in rooting for the
league-leading Giants, one Local 10
member is a conspicuous exception.
This is Vada Pinson of Oakland
whose son of the same name is the
star Cincinnati Reds centerfielder
with the heavy bat. Pinson gets occasional dirty looks along the waterfront When he cheers the Reds—
until it is discovered that he has the
best of reasons.

Local 19 Urges Seattle Port Impr vement Program
(Continued from Page 1)
wives, merchants, attorneys, businessmen, stenographers, politicians and
pensioners, union leaders and airline
officials."
Local 19 President Jack Price, in his
statement before the Waterfront Town
Meeting, outlined the provisions of the
3-year agreement reached between
ILWU and PMA, which he said will
permit faster turn-around of ships.
Price proclaimed the union's desire
to see the Port of Seattle grow, and
made the following recommendations
to all interested parties:
• That the Port of Seattle be adequately equipped to better handle bulk
cargo.
• That more up-to-date lieavy equipment handling machinery and more
modern facilities for handling canned
salmon, be instituted.
• That steps be taken to eliminate the
bottleneck of trucks forced to wait for
long periods because of current port
facilities.
• That port activity could be stepped
up if local leaders gave more thought
to opening trade with China on nonstrategic materials.
Pr ice said, "We find practically

every country in the world trading
with Red .China except the United
States, although a brisk trade of US
commodities is being carried on
through the back.door and getting into
'Red China. We know that it is not necessary to accept the political philos
ophy or ideology in. order to Carry on.
trade with any nation."
- CHINA TRADE DETAILS
Price gave details on' the number of
businessmen, bankers, members Of.
Chambers of Commerce, and shippers
who have favored expanding trade
through 'opening up the China market,
and noted that Senator Warren Magnuson, chairman of the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee took a
positive stand on this issue.
He also named, as expressing a favorable attitude toward China trade,
Senators Wayne Morse and Richard
Neuberger; Representatives Pelly,
Mailliard, Shelley, Miller, King, Roosevelt, Porter and Green, He also quoted
favorable comment by the San Fr4ncisco Chronicle, the Pacific Shipper, the
New York Journal of Commerce and
the Coos Bay, Oregon, World.
"The • International Longshoremen's
Warehousemen's Union," said Price,

"is ready and willing to work with any
committee or group advocating a sound
program for the advancement of the
port and for the good of the community as a ,whole:"
The problem that most concerns the;
Port of .Seattle is the age, and rundown condition of many of the docks,
which creates much waste of time, slow
turn-around, and general inability to
handle many cargoes efficiently and
safely.

Ike Sets Review
On Disarmament
(From Vie Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A broad review of United States disarmament
policies is now under way by the White
House at the direction of President.
Eisenhower.
The President said that the study is
aimed at "reducing the burden of armaments and contributing to ... a just
and lasting peace."
Named to head the study was.
Charles A. Coolidge, Boston lawyer and.
former Assistant Secretary of Defense.i
He will head a Joint State-Defense Dc-.
partment team.
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Bobtailed Civil Rights Bill
May Get Congress Approval
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—After weeks
of closed-door maneuvering by Republicans and Dixiecrats, a bobtailed civil
rights bill, shorn of its meaningful
provisions, has been approved by the
House Judiciary Committee.
Now waiting action by the reactionary-dominated Rules Committee, the
measure is on the "must" list of the
Democratic leadership. It is given good
Prospects for passage before Congress
adjourns.
Although Southerners would prefer
no bill at all, they are reported to be
ready to go along with Senate Majority
Leader Lyndon Johnson in enacting a
minimum bill this session as the best
way to kill off a stronger bill next year.
IKE ACCUSED
Southern Democrats on the House
and Senate Judiciary Committees have
had effective cooperation from Republicans in junking any provisions to arm
the government with adequate power
to effectuate school desegregation or
enforce civil rights.
This performance led Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the NAACP, to
accuse President Eisenhower and the
Republican Party of "running out on
the civil rights issue."
Many sources on Capitol Hill claim
that the Dixiecrat-GOP gangup against
civil rights stems from a deal on labor
reform. This understanding is said to
call for mutual support of a tough
labor bill and a watered-down civil
rights measure.
Lending confirmation to this charge
is the fact that Republicans in this
session have backtracked on their previous stand on civil rights legislation,
particularly support for a provision
which would empower the Attorney
General to initiate court suits to enforce school desegregation .and other
civil rights.
This provision has been called the
"guts" of a meaningful bill. It was
:strongly supported by the President
and 'Republican Congressional leaders
when it was knocked out of the 1957
Civil Rights Act.
PROVISIONS LISTED
As reported from committee, the
amended civil rights proposal, HR
3147, contains five main provisions. It
would:
1. Make interference by threats or
violence with court-ordered school desegregation a Federal crime.
2. Require election officials to preserve their records for two years and
permit inspection by the Justice Department.
;
3. Extend the . life of the Federal
Civil Rights Commission for two years,
to September 9, 1961.
4. Make it a Federal crime to flee
across State lines to avoid prosecution
for bombing any building or vehicle.
5. Authorize the Government to pro-

vide educational facilities for children
of military personnel in cities where
public schools were closed to avoid integration.
KEY FEATURES STRIPPED
Stripped from the original bill sponsored by Judiciary Chairman Emanuel
Celler were provisions to enforce rights
guaranteed under the 14th Amendment,
to place Congress on record as affirming the 1954 Supreme Court decision
on school desegregation as "the Supreme law of the land," and a requirement that State and local governments
"take steps toward the elimination of
segregation. .. ."
Another significant section deleted
just before the bill was ordered out of
committee would have authorized limited Federal technical and financial aid
to areas facing school desegregation
problems.
Chairman Celler said an "unholy
alliance" of Southern Democrats and
Republicans was responsible for the
removal of these provisions. However,
he called the bill "a step forward."
A comment by Rep. E. L. Forrester
(D., Ga.), a Committee member, was
indicative of the Dixiecrat attitude.
After describing Celler's original bill as
"a skunk," he said "we deodorized it
as well as could be done."

Matson Boosts Rates
For Hawaii Freight
SAN FRANCISCO—Matson Navigation Company announced August 10 a
12/
1
2 percent increase in rates for
Hawaii freight services. The company
attributed the increase to rising labor
and operating costs in the past 20
months.

ILWU Gets Behind
Petition for Fisher
SAN FRANCISCO—All ILWU locals have been urged to get behind
the campaign to win executive clemency for A. A. Fisher, long-time
member of the International Woodworkers of America now serving a
five-year sentence under the TaftHartley Act.
ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt informed locals in a letter
August 6 that the International Executive Board voted to support the
clemency campaign which has been
launched by the Committee to Free
Fisher, Box 282, Pinehurst, Washington.
The committee is circulating petitions asking President Eisenhower
to grant executive clemency. This
could take the form of a full pardon
or commutation of sentence to time
served.

cartoon from the Kansas City Call
which showed a Negro in chains saying: "Lord help all Americans to see
that you intended human beings to
have the same rights." Beneath, Howard had placed the slogan: "Vote To-

LOW. HELP ALL AkkERICANS
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This is the poster that started all the
rumpus.
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Why Is It that China Trade
Is Made a Special Exception?
The following editorial appeared in the August 10 issue of
the Pacific Shipper:
An Oregon Congressman, Representative Charles 0. Porter, has proposed that this country send a trade
mission to Red China, with a view
possibly, to lifting the commercial
embargo against the Chinese mainland. This would seem like a sensible
proposal, even to the critical ears of
the dedicated opponents of any sort
of relationship, except continued
and undiminished hostility toward
Peiping.
Rep. Porter has established something of an international reputation
as a foe of dictatorships of all kinds,
but this has not saved him from inferences that he is overly friendly
with Mao Tse-tung and not duly appreciative of the merits of Chiang
Kai-shek. This is the kind of treatment that any one advocating trade
with China has to expect, even from
those who are not professional antiCommunists; it is a measure of the
intellectual poverty of the stand
against trade with the Chinese Communists.
Outside of these nasty inferences
against the loyalty of those who differ with them, the opponents of Mr.
Porter's measure and all such moderate approaches to the problem present these three principal objections:
(a) The evilness of the Mao regime, that nobody in this country,
unless it be the very few Communist
sympathizers, denies. The placing of
trade and diplomatic recognition on
a moral basis is a comparatively recent development that has been favored by the State Department of
recent years—but State is unwilling
to apply the ,policy to evil men like
Franco of Spain and Trujillo of the
Dominican Republic, or even, in
truth, to Reds like Khrushchev and
Tito. In short, it is a policy that is
dragged out for specific application
against China, apparently in defense
of Chiang (a dictator himself not
without sin), rather than for the
declared purposes.
(b) The theory that American
trade will help build up the Red

regime. Perhaps it will; who knows?
Perhaps it will help smash the Communist tyranny. But since strategic
goods would be excluded from consideration, it is extremely unlikely
that US trade would make any detectable difference.
(c) The Trade with China would
not amount to much, and would be
handled to our disadvantage. Most
of the advocates of an exchange do
not contend that it would be a big
thing at the inception; if so, this
woula contradict Objection (b)
above. At least this is the position
PACIFIC SHIPPER always has taken. We would like to make a start
and see what comes out of it. Mr.
Porter's mission might shed light on
the question.
The antipathy to the Oregonian's
proposal is akin to the State Department's obstruction of visitors', even
journalists', permits to examine Red
China first-hand. Apparently it is
deemed better to keep this nation in
the dark about the true state of affairs in China, although the same
strictures do not hold for Russia, the
capital of the Communist despotism
—and one that greatly fears China's
eventual defection. This country is
learning about Russia and wants to
learn more. But China, the satellite?
No!
The argument for China trade has
been pitched almost entirely on
American self-interest. It is a terrible commentary on our national
thinking, our fearful thinking, that
nobody dares argue for the betterment of the Chinese people as an
under-privileged race. Because they
are in the hands of a bloody dictatorship we think only in terms of
overthrowing their rulers, quite as
though the overthrow would not
have to come, sooner or later, at the
hands of the Chinese themselves. It
is not inconceivable that a bit of
altruism might even pay off better,
in the long run, from the coldblooded standpoint of self-interest.
Sometimes it does, you know. Sometimes it would seem that self-interest should not be made the be-all
and end-all of American foreign
policy. Actually, we don't believe it
is, except in the case of China.

NLRB Sets Precedent, Takes
Jurisdiction in Hotel Case
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON,D. C.—The National
Labor Relations Board, for the first
time in its 24-year history, has asserted
jurisdiction over a hotel in one of the 49
States. The Board previously had processed hotel cases in the District of

Negro Labor Leader Freed from Work Gang
BESSEMER, Ala.—Asbury Howard,
vice president of the International
Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers, is free after serving five months of
his six-month sentence on an Alabama
work gang.
The Negro labor leader was jailed
here February 23 for urging Negroes
to. register and vote.
Immediately after his release, Howard resumed his union duties. One of
his first acts was to call Mine-Mill
President John Clark. Then he plunged
into a series of meetings resulting from
the union's showdown with the nonferrous metals industry.
RESUMES VOTE DRIVE
Howard at the same time resumed
his position as president of the Bessemer Voters league, a civic organization devoted to the encouragement of
Negro registration for voting in political elections.
It was in that capacity that Howard
had ordered the painting of a canvas
poster to be hung in the hall of the
Voters League which resulted in his
arrest.
The poster, confiscated before it ever
left the painter's shop, reproduced a
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day for a Better Tomorrow."
Following his arrest, the civic and
community leader was severely beaten
by a mob of white men, as police officers looked on, while he was still in
the Bessemer city hall on the floor below the courtroom in which he was
sentenced to six months in jail and
fined $100.
JUST BEGUN TO FIGHT
Several hundred persons greeted
Howard as he stepped from the automobile of his Bessemer attorney David
H. Hood, Jr. on his way home from
jail. Responding to the cheering throng,
he declared that the fight for first
class citizenship had just begun.
"The cost of freedom comes high and
we must all he willing to pay the
price," Howard told the crowd.
"Though I have been jailed, in my
opinion wrongfully, I still have confidence that justice and fair play ultimately will win out. I hold no malice,
hate or
toward anyone for the
unjust suffering I have been caused; it
is but a sniall part of the cost of firstclass citizenship that I had to pay for
the liberation of my brothers, sisters
and mankind everywhere."

Columbia, where it asserts full, statutory jurisdiction.
The hotel—at which the Board ordered a representation election within
30 days —is the Floridan Hotel of
Tampa, Florida. Its operations cover a
345-room establishment whose gross
revenue in 1958 amounted to more than
$930,000. The election unit is composed
of 130 employees. The employees will
vote whether or not they wish to be
represented by Local 104, Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bartenders
Union, AFL-CIO.
It was the first case applying the new
jurisdictional standard for hotels and
motels. The Board's decision to assert
jurisdiction in this industry, after refusing to do so for more than two
decades, followed a Supreme Court reversal of the Board's refusal to assert
jurisdiction over a group of Miami
Beach, Florida, hotels.
The Board members disagreed as to
the proper standard of jurisdiction to
be applied to the industry. A majority,
composed of Chairman Boyd Leedom
and Board Members Philip Ray Rodgers
and Stephen S. Bean, decided to assert
jurisdiction over:
... hotel and motel enterprises, exclusive of permanent or residential
hotels and motels, which receive at
least $500,000 in gross revenues per
annum. For purposes of application of
this standard, a permanent or residential hotel or motel is one as to which
75 percent of its guests may be regarded
as permanent guests, that is, they remain for a month or more."
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Tough Labor Control Bill
Pressed in House Battle
(Continued from Page 1.)
eluding pro-labor Democrats and middle-road Republicans, been sold on the
proposition that they had to vote for
restrictive union legislation to protect
their political hides.
The choice as the voting opened was
between three bills, with a final opportunity to amend any measure that
could win a majority vote. The alternatives were:
•.
1. A bill drafted by the House Labor
Committee and bearing the name of
Rep. Carl Elliott (D,., Ala.). This was
a slightly liberalized modification of
the Senate bill and had the support of
Speaker Sam Rayburn.
2. A proposed substitute to the Committee bill sponsored by Reps. Phil
Landrum (D., Ga.) and Robert Griffin
(R., Mich.) in behalf of a DixiecratRep*lican coalition. This bill was endorsed by President Eisenhower.
3. A second proposed substitute
sponsored by Rep. Jack Shelley, officially endorsed by the AFL-CIO.
TOUGH PROVISIONS
While all three bills were modeled
after the Kennedy-Ervin measure and
were similar in much of their language,
each differed in some degree as to their
impact on union rights.
The Landrum-Griffin bill was by far
the toughest. In addition to the Kennedy provisions regulating rights of
members, finances, trusteeships, elections and other internal affairs, this
measure banned outright any form of
secondary boycotts and virtually outlawed organizational picketing. It also
contained strong punitive enforcement
powers.
Virtually the same in its regulatory
provisions, the Committee bill contained less restrictive provisions applying to hot cargo agreements, secondary
boycotts, and organizational picketing.
In addition, it relied on civil suits
rather than criminal penalties to en- •
force individual union rights.
The Shelley bill proposed no:change
in existing law affecting picketing and
boycott activities. This was the main
difference between it and the Committee measure.
One other important feature of the
Landrum-Griffin bill was its treatment
of the so-called "no-man's land" problem. Cases not handled by the NLRB
would be subject to State agencies, an
objective long sought by employers.
NLRB TO BE ENLARGED
Both the Committee and Shelley bills
proposed a program under which the
NLRB would be enlarged and its procedures decentralized, with a corresponding obligation that the Board assert jurisdiction over all labor disputes
coming within the framework of the
Labor-Management Act.
While the Committee bill was reported by a majority vote of the House
Labor unit, it had no preferred status.
Actually only five Committee members
signed a report sponsoring this bill,
with the balance dividing between the
two alternative substitutes.
As soon as the legislation Was on its
way ,.to a showdown on the floor, a
massive pressure campaign hit Capitol
Hill offices in favor of the LandrumGriffin substitute. Daily, Congressmen
found their desks piled high with
stacks of letters and telegrams demanding a "strong bill" to control
"crooks and racketeers."
COALITION DOMINATES
The House Rules Committee, dominated by a Dixiecrat-GOP coalition,
stalled floor debate for,.a week to provide more time for the NAM inspired
pressure, and to allow Republican leaders an opportunity to persuade the
President to address the nation in behalf of the Landrum-Griffin bill.
Democratic leaders countered
through Speaker Sam Rayburn with a
plea • for the Committee bill as the

•
Answer to Who Said It
Dr. John Kenneth Galbraith .on--a
:1. recent television, program discussing
"The Econotnic.Facts of Life."

"moderate answer" to the problem of
ridding unions of corruption.
Labor's own lobby, handicapped by
an ever-changing stand on the part of
AFL-CIO leadership, fought what was
essentially a rear-guard action. Generally, union representatives argued in
favor of the Shelley bill on the basis it
would cause the least harm to the traditional rights and functioning of unions.

E ARE moving at a rapid pace
into a mechanized age affecting
all divisions of ILWU, and this means
becoming accustomed, retrained, and
re-educated to a new way of life.
LABOR'S POSITION WEAK
During the coming period we are
The weakness in labor's position was
going to have time to concentrate on
readily'apparent. Caught in the web of
an item that, was seriously discussed
Meany's original pledge of cooperation at the
last International convention—
with the McClellan Committee and enthe question of leadership and rankdorsement of reform legislation, union and-file
participation in the affairs of
lobbyists were compelled to operate
the union.
from a defensive position, to talk in
Always in the past we have felt that
terms of legislation that would "get
the crooks' and not "get the unions." first things must come first—for example, wages, working conditions and
Meanwhile, McClellan fed out fresh
job security—and rarely did we take
material for newspaper headlines with
time to dig deeply into problems of
a carefully-timed series of reports on
union philosophy and principles. Now
the Teamster in
all of we have more time to
give thought to
which were aimed at provoking a last
these issues—leadership above all else.
minute avalanche of telegrams in favor
First, let us face a certain blunt fact
of a "strong bill."
of life. Trade union leadership is growIt was also notable that the final ing older. Look over the news from
round of speechmaking in the House almost every union in the country and
debate drew heavily from the volumi- you will read names that were newsnous record of the McClellan hearings, worthy 20 and 25 years ago. Leaderwith member after member quoting ship has remained almost the same for
choice tidbits to demonstrate conclu- a quarter century—and it is aging as
sively that an "iron chastity belt" was the trade union movement becomes
demanded in order to guarantee the older.
respectability of American labor.
Time 'does not stand still, therefore
we must encourage more thinking
about the role of leadership and open
up discussion about the problems of
developing new leadership.
.
Leaders in our league have always
come from the rank and file. Hence we
must look toward the rank and file for
answe-rs to the quest for new leaders.
As it is when a tree grows, we seek for
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)
the
real strength, of our movement at
WASHINGTON,D. C.--Sixteen members of the House of Representatives, , the roots.
led by Charles Porter of Oregon, joined
in a public statement urging the GovernE KNOW, too, that almost'every
ment of France to negotiate an end of
'leader who has emerged from
the 5-year Algerian war.
the ranks in more recent years has had
Their resolution was released while to do it pretty much_on his own. We
foreign mitiister of the independent recOgnize that there has not alwayS
African states were meeting in Mon- been enough encouragement from the
rovia, Liberia, for the purpose of assist- top leadership of.the union. In many
ing the provisional government of the cases we have been too busy taking
Algerian Republic.
In their statement, the Congressmen
said they "are deeply concerned that the
war in Algeria will soon enter its sixth
year."
After noting that the present situation is a threat to World Peace, they
proposed that "our US Government take
, (Continued from Page 1)
leadership in bringing the Algerian conflict to a just termination...."
Bellingham, Wash.
14
33
8 Portland, Oregon
489. 479
The resolution went on to suggest
2149
that the United States, in the forthcom- 10 San Francisco, Cal.
255
ing session of the UN General Assem- 12 North Bend, Oregon
280
40
1556 1354
bly, "no longer abstain from v,oting, as 13 Wilmington, Cal.
it did in the 13th General Assembly, on 14 Eureka, Cal.
75
6
any responsible resolution that urges 19 Seattle, Wash.
503
702
continuing negotiations to reach a solu- 21 Longview, Wash.
138
30
23 Tacoma, Wash.
tion to the conflict."
166
104
12
99
The statement concluded by saying, 24 Aberdeen, Wash.
13,
8
"we cannot remain silent about the 25 Anacortes, Wash.
11
69
tragic war in Algeria and we publicly 29 San Diego, Cal. •
19.
2
urge a .negotiated peace now between 31 Bandon, Oregon
32 Everett, Wash. •
36
4
the two parties concerned."
45 Rainier, Wash.
30,
4
In addition to Porter, other West
46 Port Hueneme, Cal.
83
16
Coast Congressmen who signed the
47 Olympia, Wash.
44
70
declaration were James Roosevelt and
49 Crescent City, Cal. •
10
.0
George Kasem.
50 Astoria, Oregon
12
88
51 Port Gamble, Wash.
26
3
53 NewPort, Oregon
2
73
54 Stockton, Cal.
262
24
55 Port Townsend, Wash.
8
0
68 St. Helens, Oregon
67
5
WILMINGTON — Nominations, for
Total
Longshore
3115
6530
Local 13 officers will be opened at the
381
43
last membership meeting in August. 34 San Francisco, Cal.
107
2
Offices involved are secretary-treas- 40 Portland, Oregon
13
0
urer, one day business agent, one night 46 Port Hueneme, Cal.
402
49
business agent with runner-up to be 63 Wilmington, Cal.
102
15
relief business agent, four day dis- 52 Seattle, Wash.
patchers, ten delegates to the district
Total Clerks
1005
109.
council, one night dispatcher, with
YES NO'
runner-up to be relief night dispatcher,
TOTAL
7535 3224
and one trustee.
Local'35, Gold geach, O'tfegOri, voted
Three propositions will also be on for the contract hy a 12-to.0 vote, but
the ballot. Two deal with the local's its returns came'in too late 'to be tabfinancial problems. ulated.
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Congressmen
Urge End of
Algerian War

W

care of the more immediate day,to day,
problems of the union, and have often
lost sight of the long-range view.
This was one of the subjects dealt
with at some length by President
Bridges at the last international convention in Seattle, and it is something
we must take time to deal with in. the
coming. period.
There are two primary roads -that
leadership can travel—collective or individual.
One: Collective—This kind of leadership involves everyone in a responsible
position; all are involved in the making
of decisions and carrying out whatever
the group decides. This type of leadership developed with the very beginning
of this union, when the members insisted that the rank and file make the
decisions.
This kind of leadership is admittedly,
cumbersome, often inefficient, usually
slow. But it is the way democracy
works in the best sense of the word.
Democracy sometimes has real liabilities, but it is the system that, in the
long run, wins the greatest benefits for
the greatest number. It may be slow,
but it works.
.
Two: Individual—This leadership usually is more efficient, works faster,
gets things done. It recognizes that
current leadership is usually able to
meet problems on the spot without being encumbered by different points of
view, without having to find some middle ground that satisfies a number of
different .people.
Individual leadership is usually able
to speed up decisions and more often
than not they are correct decisions. But
its greatest drawback is that so much
reliance is placed on the individual that
the group loses its spark, turns its
back on new ideas, and in general develops the "let George Do it" attitude.
No matter how strong individual
leadership is, the sum effect is to weaken a collective organization like a union.
Finally, what happens when the day
comes when the strong individual must
drop by the wayside?

New Dock
Contract. Now S
In Operation

Nominations for
Local 13 Posts Open

LOW AND ponderous as collective,
group action may be, it is never
caught short without some leadership
at all times. For always, out of the
ranks—when the members are given
sufficient encouragement — leadership
will emerge and carry on the tradition.
We in the ILWU have always set our
sights on the idea of leadership of, by
and for, the group. Yet we too have
been guilty at, times of ignoring the
development of secondary leadership
within the rank and file, because of the
pressure of day to day business.
But, we are all growing older, and
at the same time we are facing a new
and dynamic age of "mechanization and
speed and efficient operations. We cannot afford to wait indefinitely in the
hope that new leadership will emerge
automatically as time goes on. We have
a need for young and vigorous men to
give full expression to their natural,talents and ambitions and . abilities as
leaders. In only this way will our union
advance with the changing times. ,
Let us explore the entire problem
frankly and objectively and examine
the function and structure of democratic, collective leadership. Let" us
clearly define the qualities that go into'
the making of a leader on the job level,
e.g., the shop steward. .
Above all else let us see how we can
work together to encourage new leadership to emerge, to develop out of ,the
roots of this union—so that at all
times our union will remain vigorous,
imaginative and responsive to the
needs of the niajority.
These will be some of the items dealt
with in a series of articles in .this. column in the following issues of the Di9:patcher.

